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300 Days of Sun LP
9 780062 440327

by Lawrenson, Deborah

A mesmerising new novel from the bestselling author of THE SEA GARDEN. Travelling to Faro, Portugal,
journalist Joanna Millard hopes to escape an unsatisfying relationship and a stalled career. Faro is an enchanting
town, and the seaside views are enhanced by the company of Nathan Emberlin, a charismatic younger man. But
behind the crumbling facades of Moorish buildings, Joanna soon realizes, Faro has a seedy underbelly, its
economy compromised by corruption and wartime spoils. And Nathan has an ulterior motive for seeking her
company.
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062440327

Price: $24.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: April 2016

A Country Road, A Tree
9 780399 567582

by Baker, Jo

From the bestselling author of LONGBOURN, a stunning new novel that follows Samuel Beckett through his
dangerous work as a Resistance fighter in France, illuminating how his life and extraordinary literary gift are
shaped in the forge of war. Samuel Beckett is a young writer living in Paris - intoxicated by new friendships
with James Joyce and the other writers and artists making the vibrant city their creative home - when war breaks
out in 1939. Here is a remarkable story of survival and determination, and a portrait of a uniquely brilliant mind.

Genre:
Publisher: Random House Canada

ISBN-13:

9780399567582

Price: $34.00

Form: LTE

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: October 2016

Be Frank with Me : A Novel
9 780062 440310

by Johnson, Julia Claiborne

A sparkling talent makes her fiction DEBUT with this infectious novel that combines the poignant
psychological quirks of CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG IN THE NIGHT-TIME and the page-turning
spirit of WHERE'D YOU GO, BERNADETTE? Full of heart and countless “only-in-Hollywood” moments, BE
FRANK WITH ME is a captivating and unconventional story of an unusual mother and son, and the intrepid
young woman who finds herself irresistibly pulled into their unforgettable world.

Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062440310

Price: $31.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2016

Blue
9 780399 566806

by Steel, Danielle

#1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel delivers one of the most deeply affecting novels of her
celebrated career. Ginny Carter and her husband, Mark, were a golden couple - she, a rising on-air reporter, and
he, the most popular anchorman in the business. They had it all: the gorgeous home in Beverly Hills, a marriage
and life that were the envy of all, and a cherished, darling three-year-old son, Chris. But everything changed one
fateful night, when Mark and Chris were killed in a car crash just two days before Christmas.

Genre:
Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780399566806

Page: 1

Price: $38.00

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 535

Pub. Date: January 2016
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Breakdown
9 780399 567599

by Kellerman, Jonathan

The latest Alex Delaware thriller, following MOTIVE. Psychologist sleuth Alex Delaware is surprised to get
the call when well-known TV actress Zelda Chase turns up half-naked, half-mad in the LA’s rural Westside. He
has little connection to the starlet, save a psychiatric evaluation he performed on her adopted daughter several
years ago, a child who has since vanished without a trace and whom Zelda refuses to talk about. When the
actress turns up dead a few weeks later without a scratch on her, Delaware calls in police lieutenant Milo
Sturgis to help him crack the case.
Genre:
Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780399567599

Price: $29.00

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 588

Pub. Date: February 2016

Coconut Cowboy LP : A Novel
9 780062 440112

by Dorsey, Tim

Serge Storms #19, following SHARK SKIN SUITE. Obsessed with the iconic 60s classic Easy Rider, Serge A.
Storms devises his wildest plan yet: finish the journey begun by his free-wheeling heroes, Captain America and
Billy, tragically cut short by some shotgun-wielding rednecks. Setting a course for the Florida panhandle,
Captain Serge - with Coleman literally riding shotgun - mounts his classic motorcycle and hits the highway in
search of the real America. Expect nothing less than madness, mayhem, ingenious homicides, and mind-altering
pharmaceuticals when Serge and Coleman hit the road!
Genre: FICTION HUMOROUS
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062440112

Price: $31.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: January 2016

Ex LP : A Novel
9 780062 441744

by Burke, Alafair

In this breakout standalone novel of suspense in the vein of GONE GIRL. Widower Jack Harris has resisted the
dating scene ever since the shooting of his wife, Molly, by a 15-year-old boy three years ago. An early morning
run along the Hudson River changes that when he spots a woman in last night’s party dress, barefoot, enjoying a
champagne picnic alone, reading his favourite novel. His best friend posts a message on a popular website after
he mentions the encounter. Days later, that same beautiful stranger responds and invites Jack to meet her in
person. That’s when Jack’s world falls apart.
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062441744

Price: $33.50

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: January 2016

Fireman LP
9 780062 440235

by Hill, Joe

From the award-winning, bestselling author of NOS4A2 and HORNS comes a chilling novel about a worldwide
pandemic of spontaneous combustion that threatens to reduce civilization to ashes. No one knows exactly when
it began or where it originated. A terrifying new plague is spreading like wildfire across the country. It’s
Dragonscale, a highly contagious, deadly spore that marks its hosts with beautiful black and gold marks across
their bodies - before causing them to burst into flames. Millions are infected; blazes erupt everywhere. There is
no antidote. No one is safe.
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
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ISBN-13:

9780062440235

Page: 2

Price: $35.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: May 2016
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Girl from Summer Hill : A Blue Spring Lake Novel
9 780399 566837

by Deveraux, Jude

The first book of a new contemporary romance series set in the mountains of Virginia in a town with full of
family legends, romance, and secrets. Sparks fly as fiery Casey Reddick and brooding Hollywood actor Tate
Landers clash in the Virginia summer heat. A chef who puts her career first and her love life second, Casey
doesn’t see what every girl in town is swooning over. She made up her mind the moment she met Tate - he’s
gorgeous, but stuck-up, nothing like his ex-brother-in-law, Devlin who’s playing the Wickham to Tate’s Darcy
in local production of Pride & Prejudice
Genre:
Publisher: Diversified Publishing

ISBN-13:

9780399566837

Price: $35.00

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: May 2016

Girl's Guide to Moving On : A Novel
9 780399 566820

by Macomber, Debbie

A new stand-alone novel set in the world of LAST ONE HOME. Nichole, a woman in her early 30s, is
recovering from a broken heart after learning her husband was having an affair and separating from him. The
twist is that her mother-in-law, Leanne, is the one who told her that her son was cheating. Leanne has looked
the other way for decades as HER own husband cheated, and can’t bear to see her son repeating the same
pattern. In telling Nichole, she also gathers the courage to leave her husband, and the two women rent
apartments across the hall from each other and support one another in rebuilding their lives.
Genre:
Publisher: Random House Large Print

ISBN-13:

9780399566820

Price: $34.00

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 640

Pub. Date: March 2016

Gone Again
9 780062 440242

by Grippando, James

Jack Swyteck Thriller #12, following CASH LANDING. Sashi Burgette vanished three years ago on her way to
school. The night after the teenager’s disappearance, ex-con Dylan Kyle was stopped for drunk driving. An
article of Sashi’s clothing was found in his truck, and a police videotape of his drunken explanation sealed his
fate at trial. Now, just days from Kyle’s execution, Sashi’s mother visits Jack Swyteck and delivers shocking
news: “Sashi called me.” A man of principle who believes in justice, Jack jumps into the investigation. But the
deeper he digs the more he discovers that nothing is what it appears to be.
Genre:
Publisher: Harper Collins

ISBN-13:

9780062440242

Price: $33.50

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 500

Pub. Date: January 2016

Good Liar LP : A Novel
9 780062 442123

by Searle, Nicholas

Veteran con artist Roy spots an obvious easy mark when he meets Betty, a wealthy widow, online. In no time at
all, he’s moved into Betty’s lovely cottage and is preparing to accompany her on a romantic trip to Europe. As
this remarkable feat of storytelling weaves together Roy’s and Betty’s futures, it also unwinds their pasts.
Dancing across almost a century, decades that encompass unthinkable cruelty, extraordinary resilience, and
remarkable kindness, GOOD LIAR is an epic narrative of sin, salvation, and survival.

Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062442123

Page: 3

Price: $34.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2016
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Journey to Munich LP : A Maisie Dobbs Novel
9 780062 220639

by Winspear, Jacqueline

The latest Maisie Dobbs mystery, following DANGEROUS PLACE. It’s early 1938, and Maisie is back in
England. On a fine yet chilly morning, as she walks towards Fitzroy Square - a place of many memories - she is
intercepted by Brian Huntley and Robert MacFarlane of the Secret Service. The German government has agreed
to release a British subject from prison, but only if he is handed over to a family member. Because the man’s
wife is bedridden and his daughter has been killed in an accident, the Secret Service wants Maisie - who bears a
striking resemblance to the daughter - to retrieve the man from Dachau.
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062220639

Price: $33.50

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 352

Pub. Date: March 2016

Man Without a Shadow LP
9 780062 440266

by Oates, Joyce Carol

MAN WITHOUT A SHADOW tracks the intimate, illicit relationship between neuroscientist Margot Sharpe
and charismatic Elihu Hoopes (E.H.), as scientist and subject embark upon an exploration of the labyrinthine
mysteries of the human brain. Where does “memory” reside? Where is “love”? Is it possible to love an
individual who cannot love you, who cannot “remember” you from one meeting to the next? Made vivid by her
exceptional eye for detail and her keen insight into the human psyche, this is a unique story of forbidden love, a
kind of secret, evolving marriage, depicted in Joyce Carol Oates’s tight, impassioned prose.
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062440266

Price: $34.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: January 2016

Moonlight over Paris LP : A Novel
9 780062 442147

by Robson, Jennifer

It’s the spring of 1924, and Lady Helena Montagu-Douglas-Parr has just arrived in France. On the mend after a
near-fatal illness, she is ready to embrace the restless, heady allure of the City of Lights. Her parents have given
her one year to live with her eccentric aunt in Paris and Helena means to make the most of her time. She’s
quickly drawn into the world of the Lost Generation and its circle of American expatriates, and with their
encouragement, she finds the courage to pursue her dream of becoming an artist. Canadian author - Toronto.

Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062442147

Price: $24.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: January 2016

No Shred of Evidence LP : An Inspector Ian Rutledge Mystery
9 780062 440228

by Todd, Charles

Inspector Ian Rutledge Mystery #18, following FINE SUMMER'S DAY. On the north coast of Cornwall, an
apparent act of mercy is repaid by an arrest for murder. Four young women have been accused of the crime. A
shocked father calls in a favour at the Home Office. Scotland Yard is asked to review the case. However,
Inspector Ian Rutledge is not the first Inspector to reach the village. Following in the shoes of a dead man, he is
told the case is all but closed. With no shred of evidence to clear the accused, Rutledge must plunge deep into
the darkest secrets of a wild, beautiful and dangerous place.
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
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ISBN-13:

9780062440228

Page: 4

Price: $31.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 336

Pub. Date: February 2016
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Obsession
9 781101 988336

by Roberts, Nora

Naomi Bowes lost her innocence the night she followed her father into the woods. In freeing the girl trapped in
the root cellar, Naomi revealed the horrible extent of her father’s crimes and made him infamous. Now a
successful photographer living under the name Naomi Carson, she has found a place that calls to her, thousands
of miles away from everything she’s ever known. Naomi wants to embrace the solitude, but the residents of
Sunrise Cove keep forcing her to open up - especially the determined Xander Keaton.

Genre:
Publisher: Penguin Publishing Group

ISBN-13:

9781101988336

Price: $36.00

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 768

Pub. Date: April 2016

Predator
9 780062 440297

by Smith, Wilbur

The latest Major Hector Cross thriller, following VICIOUS CIRCLE. One of the most formidable fighters in the
world, ex-SAS warrior and former private security consultant Major Hector Cross has survived explosive
tangles with depraved enemies from the Middle East to the heart of Africa. Now, Cross must take the law into
his own hands once again to stop a vengeful old enemy who has resurfaced - and hunt down a deadly new
nemesis in pursuit of global domination. Co-written with internationally bestselling author Tom Cain, this
exciting tale is filled with knife-edge tension and cunning global intrigue.
Genre:
Publisher: William Morrow

ISBN-13:

9780062440297

Price: $35.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 600

Pub. Date: March 2016

Summer Before the War : A Novel
9 780451 482112

by Simonson, Helen

A splendid historical novel full of the same wit, romance and insight into the manners and morals of small-town
British life as her beloved MAJOR PETTIGREW'S LAST STAND. It’s the summer of 1914 and life in the
sleepy village of Rye, England is about to take an interesting turn. Agatha Kent, a canny force for progress, is
expecting an unusual candidate to be the school’s Latin teacher: Beatrice Nash, a young woman of good
breeding in search of a position after the death of her father. (Never has there been a woman Latin teacher.)
PRICE #36
Genre:
Publisher: Random House Information Group ISBN-13:

9780451482112

Price: $28.00

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 768

Pub. Date: March 2016

Tears to Triumph LP
9 780062 441591

by Williamson, Marianne

The internationally recognized teacher, speaker, and bestselling author of A RETURN TO LOVE argues that
our desire to avoid pain is actually detrimental to our lives, disconnecting us from our deepest emotions and
preventing true healing and spiritual transcendence. As Marianne makes clear, true healing and transcendence
can only come when we finally face our pain and wrestle with what it has to teach us. Written with warm
compassion and profound wisdom, she offers us a powerful way forward through the pain, to a deeper
awareness of our feelings, our lives, and our true selves.
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062441591

Page: 5

Price: $31.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: May 2016
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Total Package LP
9 780062 393067

by Evanovich, Stephanie

Star quarterback, first-round draft-pick, and heartthrob Tyson Palmer has made a name for himself with his
spectacular moves. When the head coach of the Austin Mavericks refuses to let him waste his million-dollar
arm, Tyson makes a Hail Mary pass at redemption and succeeds with everyone . . . except Dani, whose negative
comments about his performance draw high ratings and spectacular notices of her own. Dani can’t forgive
Tyson’s transgressions or forget the sizzling history the two of them shared in college, a passionate love Tyson
casually threw away.
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062393067

Price: $33.50

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 496

Pub. Date: March 2016

Travelers : A Novel
9 780399 566776

by Pavone, Chris

The breathlessly paced, thrilling new novel from the New York Times bestselling author of ACCIDENT. Will
Rhodes has made a terrible mistake. A woman has appeared at the door of his Argentine hotel room, a woman
who until this moment, has been a harmless flirtation. Harmless flirtations are part of his job. But these
flirtations have never showed up at his hotel room with a gun, threatening his life. Though he’s wondered why
he sometimes has to deliver bulky sealed packages to consulates all over the world. Now those shadowy errands
and white lies have come back to haunt him.
Genre:
Publisher: Random House Large Print

ISBN-13:

9780399566776

Price: $34.00

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 615

Pub. Date: March 2016

Under the Influence LP
9 780062 257765

by Maynard, Joyce

The bestselling author of AFTER HER returns with a poignant story about the true meaning - and the true price
- of friendship. Alcohol cost Helen her marriage and custody of her son. Though she once had aspirations to be
an art photographer, she makes ends meet working society parties. When she meets Ava and Swift Havilland,
the vulnerable Helen is instantly enchanted. Wealthy, connected philanthropists, they have their own charity. As
Helen increasingly falls under their influence, Ava and Swift hire a good lawyer to help her regain custody of
her son. But the debt Helen owes them is about to come due.
Genre: FICTION CONTEMPORARY WOMEN
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062257765

Price: $31.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 400

Pub. Date: February 2016

Violent Crimes LP : A Novel
9 780062 416919

by Margolin, Phillip

Amanda Jaffe Thriller #5, following FUGITIVE. Dale Masterson, senior partner in a large Portland, Oregon,
law firm, has become wealthy and successful representing the interests of oil and coal companies. When his
colleague, Christine Larson, is found dead, Masterson’s business practices are put under surveillance and a
lower-level employee stands accused. The controversy surrounding the firm is magnified tenfold when Dale is
found beaten to death in his mansion. But this time Dale’s son, Brandon, is seen fleeing the scene.

Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
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ISBN-13:

9780062416919

Page: 6

Price: $33.50

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 448

Pub. Date: February 2016
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War Hawk
9 780062 370136

by Rollins, James

The 2nd Tucker Wayne thriller, following KILL SWITCH. Tucker Wayne’s past and his present collide when a
former army colleague comes to him for help. She's on the run from brutal assassins hunting her and her son. To
keep them safe, Tucker must discover who killed a brilliant young idealist - a crime that leads back to the most
powerful figures in the U.S. government. With no one to trust, they will be forced to break the law, expose
national secrets, and risk everything to stop a madman determined to control the future of modern warfare for
his own diabolical ends. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED WINTER 2015
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062370136

Price: $34.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 560

Pub. Date: April 2016

What Remains of Me LP : A Novel
9 780062 440129

by Gaylin, Alison

The bestselling author of the Brenna Spector series returns with her most ambitious book to date, a spellbinding
novel of psychological suspense. On June 28, 1980 Kelly Michelle Lund shoots and kills Oscar-nominated
director John McFadden at a party in his home. She instantly becomes a media sensation, her chilling smile
fodder for national nightmares. For years, speculation swirls over the enigmatic 17-year-old’s motives,
information she’s refused to share. Convicted of the murder, she loses her youth and her freedom - but keeps
her secrets to herself. 35 years later - and five years after her release - the past has come back to haunt Kelly.
Genre:
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers

ISBN-13:

9780062440129

Page: 7

Price: $31.99

Form: Trade Paper

Pages: 0

Pub. Date: February 2016
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